
Dr. P

1. First Name Of A Person

2. Verb - Past Tense

3. Noun

4. Adjective

5. Part Of Body

6. Noun - Plural

7. Noun

8. Noun

9. Verb - Base Form

10. Verb - Base Form

11. Noun

12. Noun

13. Part Of Body
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15. Part Of Body
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18. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

19. Adjective
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Dr. P

Dear First Name of a Person ,

The night before we Verb - Past Tense I had directed considerable Noun

towards imagining the Adjective latitudes of your Part of Body . That language

can suggest a body (and what this suggests about what a body

contains). I had wondered if relationships, like Noun - Plural , take

form before they are written down - and, if so, what this might mean

for navigating the infinite radius of our celestial sphere. It wasn't

until you hocked a loogie on the Noun beside us that your body

stopped flickering and I looked to see if my fingertips refracted

Noun . I did not wish my circling of your beauty to become an occasion

to hang our clothes on. Though I Verb - Base Form to dissolve your cadence into

unclad yawps, somewhere between my new-found gallantry and a cellular

reverence for your voice I lost my nerve. Or found it, alongside a

reformed desire to Verb - Base Form on the Noun before I eat the Noun . I left

(delightfully wanting more) with only a faint sense of your eau.

With the approach of distance I kept my head out the window hoping

that perspective would get stuck in my Part of Body . There are seven stages

of



courtly love that precede consummation, I kept telling myself, I

kept telling my self... The Adjective propositions you provoke within

me take the form of your Part of Body - savagely resonant, Adverb unruly,

doggedly obsessed with Verb - Present ends in ING your neck.

yours, Verb - Present ends in ING a Adjective wind for your direction,

-e.
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